
8 November 1967 

Dear Ray, 

Your comments on Accessories are particularly meaningful and I am very 
grateful and happy that you find such merit in the book. T suppose that 
basically [ have always had confidence in it-—but in common, I suppose, with 
most "first" authors, I have been periodically immdated with doubt and dismay, A po 
for no identifiable reason. To have such cenerous words fron a first~-ceneration 
eritic of the WR, who has originated a series of findines of first importance, ne 

EY is cause for particular pride and sratification. And I thank you most sincerely 
for the encouragement you have given so freely, knowing as I do that you would 
Sey neither more nor less than you really felt. 

f can only regret your disagreement with the passage of the book that deals 
with Garrison. bo you honestly find no grounds for misgivings about his evidence 
or his witnesses? or his serupulousness sbout plain fact? Even those who support 
him most fervently have acknowledged the troublesome aspects of his investigation 
amd the fact that he has developed "seemingly questionable" evidence and Witnesses; 
one of these supporters has told me, in Writing, that he lauchs at the idea of 
Garrison's Incorruptibility and takes it for granted that he uses every dirty 
trick in the book, specifically, frameup, but that all of this is to be cheered 
because he is attacking the CIA, th: Establishment——the Snemy. 1 wonder how we 
are to discriminate between enemy and ally if both utilise exactly the same 
techniques-~-~in the service, of course, of "good ends. Since you know, better 
than I, that Garrison is now going on a fishing expedition hoping to get something 
on Humt and Walker, and is downcrading Clay Shaw, I marvel at your unfaltering 
confidence in his "case," 

Ret the curb, we did point out to me during one of your early visits to New 
York that the mark was actually a chip. I was under the impression that you 
were working this up, perhaps for publication. In any ease, I did not have 
the precise data set forth in the enclosures you sent with your November 3 
letter, and I felt that the case against the We~even within the corbext of 
the assertions in the WR—was devastating, in terns of intent and method. 
I hope thet you de intend to do something with the evidence of a chip, uct a 
"“nark"t—umethere is still a formidable collection of issues to be cealt with. 

i think you misunderstood my meaning about ‘wlewing"™ the Zapruder fila, 
or I did not make myself clear: what I meant was merely that in merely viewing 
&@ Screening or looking as an ordinary observer at the slides one can easily 
spot the head shot, while to pinpoint the other bullet impacts is impossible 
from mere viewing but requires painstaking study, measurement, and analysis. 
Certainly [ dic not mean to imply that the Zepruder film does not provide 
evidence on the timing of the cther inpacts——-merely that it is not immediately 
apparent to the eye, especially when it sees the motion picture. (I don't think 
this clarification is particularly clear either, but I am writing this late at 
night and am blurring with fatigue.) 

ft am really glad that you, too, feel that Harold's identification of Shaw 
as Bertrand was unfounded ani prejudicial. You will be interested to see his 
reply to my letter of November 1, which requires no characterization from me 
bub speaks for itself. 1 know that you will express your views on this to 
arold, if you have the oppertunity—perhaps he will listen more objectively 

to you than to someone who does not share his views on the distric attorney. 

Again, Ray, my sincere thanks for your words about the book,


